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ABSTRACT

This paper proposes a theological method that facilitates a constructive 
dialogue between Christian theological reflection and narrative ethnog-
raphy. It argues that the complex construction of the self in the crafting 
of personal narratives is a site of revealed, though always contingent, 
theological truth. By “personal narrative” I mean the stories that people 
tell about themselves that serve to construct and present an identity to 
an audience. The first section considers the relationship between history, 
story, and revelation, following the theology of revelation that H. Rich-
ard Niebuhr outlines in his book The Meaning of Revelation (1941). The 
second section applies the insights of the first to the personal narrative of 
an Atlanta-based community organizer who frames her political activism 
in terms of her Christian formation. The third section, finally, critiques 
theologies of revelation that use ethnographic research methodologies to 
protect “traditioned” conceptions of religious truth and practice.

Introduction

Over nearly forty years, the category of narrative has been important in the efforts of some 
Christian theologians, particularly in the North American context, to explore the relation-
ship between revelation, Christian tradition, and moral formation. Narrative emerged as 

the site of revelation in the theology of the Yale School.2 This view holds that the stories compris-
ing the Christian tradition are articulated in scripture, rehearsed in and through the practices of the 
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church, and pattern thereby a form of life that reflects and enacts the Creator’s gracious reconcili-
ation with creation. 

In his earlier work, the theologian Stanley Hauerwas further explored narrative as the context 
of corporate and individual formation.3 For him, Christians must “conform” the stories of their 
lives to the narrative of the Christian tradition.4 Christians learn that the multiple worldly narra-
tives that have claimed their lives are insufficient, as they do not account internally for their own 
limitations and deficiencies. The narratives of the world inevitably tend towards violence. Only 
violence, Hauerwas argues, can finally secure deficient narratives against other deficient narra-
tives. By contrast, the Christian narrative recognizes human brokenness and the need for forgive-
ness and therefore a kind of integrity that renders recourse to violence unnecessary.5 The narrative 
integrity of the Christian tradition is fundamental to Hauerwas’s well-known critique of modernity 
in general and the liberal polity in particular.6

I develop in this paper an alternative account of narrative and revelation that understands per-
sonal narrative to be a site not primarily of conformation but of disclosure. By “personal narrative” 
I mean the stories that people tell about themselves that serve to construct and present an identity 
to an audience. I am particularly interested here in the relationship between theological inquiry 
and a qualitative research method known as “narrative ethnography.”7 The latter is a social scien-
tific analysis of narrative practice. Narrative ethnography examines a range of external conditions 
that structure the narration of the self, while also affirming that within these conditions, persons 
exercise limited agency in crafting personal narratives.8 The limited agency that persons exercise 
in crafting personal narratives constitutes a kind of moral agency. Through personal narratives, 
persons construct themselves as moral agents who affirm or challenge the dominant narratives of 
race, class, gender, etc. that structure their social environment.9 

I argue that the complex construction of the self in the crafting of personal narratives is a site 
of revealed, though always contingent, theological truth. The first section of this article considers 
the relationship between history, story, and revelation, following the theology of revelation that H. 
Richard Niebuhr develops in his book The Meaning of Revelation (1941).10 Niebuhr argues that 
for Christians, God’s self-disclosure happens when persons understand their experience in terms 
of patterns of meaning that are “directed to the God of Jesus Christ” and sustained in the traditions 
of the Christian community. Contrary to the view that Hauerwas proposes, these patterns, while 
certainly rooted in Christian traditions, are not illumined only from within the context of those 
traditions. Instead, revelation is always subject to continuing reformation, or, as Niebuhr calls it, 
“permanent revolution” (xxxiv). Reformation may come from extra-ecclesial sources and tradi-
tions of moral meaning that bring critique to bear on the narrative content of Christian traditions.

For Niebuhr, the relationship between personal narrative and Christian formation is not, in the 
first place, one of the conformation of personal narratives to the narratives of the Christian tradi-
tion, as it is in Hauerwas. It is rather a relationship of disclosure. God discloses God’s presence in 
both of these narrative contexts. To be sure, the divine presence is disclosed when persons recog-
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nize a pattern of meaning in the stories of their lives that resonates with the stories of the Chris-
tian community and its traditions. But any theology of revelation closed to the possibility of God 
disclosing Godself in ways the Christian tradition has not anticipated is, for Niebuhr, inadequate.

The second section of this paper applies the lessons of the first to the personal narrative of 
Wanda Jones, an Atlanta-based community organizer who frames her political activism in terms 
of her Christian formation.11 In the story she tells about herself, Wanda works to understand her 
Christian formation in light of a variety of life experiences. While the fundamental normative com-
mitments that motivate Wanda’s work are rooted in and emanate from her formation in a particular 
Christian tradition, these commitments are understood in terms supplied by other sources of her 
moral experience, especially her experience of gender and race, and her training in the politics of 
community organizing. Wanda’s personal narrative shows a complex negotiation of moral mean-
ing through which she attempts to understand her story in light of the narrative of the Christian 
tradition in which she was formed. Niebuhr’s theology of revelation, I argue, helpfully interprets 
Wanda’s narrative in a way that acknowledges this complexity as necessary to the integrity of the 
narrative.

The third section, finally, critiques theologies of revelation that use ethnographic research 
methodologies to protect “traditioned” conceptions of religious truth and practice.12 Many Chris-
tian practical theologians engaged in ethnographic research imagine ethnography to be useful 
primarily in ecclesial (or para-ecclesial) research contexts. This literature is often directed to an 
ecclesial audience, in which both researchers and participants are understood to be Christian. 
Some authors understand ethnographic research to be a tool for measuring the extent to which 
lived Christian practices hold up to theological scrutiny. I call this appropriation of ethnographic 
research methodologies a “regulative” one. The theology of revelation I propose here opens con-
structive theological reflection to extra-ecclesial points of view. Revelation can happen, I argue, 
when Christians draw on formative experiences external to their Christian formation to help them 
make sense of their Christian commitments. 

I assume in this paper a moral anthropology and epistemology that would be problematic for 
theologians like Hauerwas who have critiqued modernist, social scientific analysis of human ex-
perience as fundamentally flawed.13 In line with the qualitative research methodologies that inform 
my research, I think that persons actively construct themselves in and through personal narratives, 
exercising limited agency to craft their stories. Personal narratives are always constructed under 
the weight of intricate and ambient normative systems. These include: (1) the norms of particular 
audiences, communities, and institutional contexts that determine what counts as an acceptable 
narrative structure and sanction narrative content; (2) the conditions under which a narrative is 
occasioned, as well as the expectations attached to the occasion, such as the invitation of a re-
searcher, a ritual in an institutional context, an informal meeting of friends, etc.; and (3) the precise 
patterns of narrative construction that govern how a story can be told in different social contexts, 
for example, a testimony in a meeting of Alcoholics Anonymous. Gubrium and Holstein call these 
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conditions the “narrative environment” within which narratives are constructed.14 
Under these conditions, persons work in intricate ways to present narratives that respond to 

different “interpretative needs.” Narrators select and omit storylines that are recognizable in dif-
ferent social contexts in order to foreground aspects of their narrative. They work with audiences 
to create discursive spaces in which storytelling is recognizable and appropriate. They also work 
in and through narratives to negotiate power relationships that structure their personal and profes-
sional relationships.15 Gubrium and Holstein argue that “the storyteller, in effect, is an editor who 
constantly monitors, modifies, and revises themes and storylines.”16

Hauerwas worries that the modernist notion of the “sovereign self,” which posits the self’s 
autonomous, unconditioned moral agency, obscures the deeply problematic ways in which the self 
is formed in deficient narrative contexts.17 I affirm that concern. But I disagree with his contention 
that the only genuinely faithful alternative to this problem recognizes the narratives of the Chris-
tian tradition as the exclusive context in which Christians are properly formed. I therefore disagree 
with the notion that no other narrative constellation can be a possible source of revealed theologi-
cal meaning. Niebuhr’s work on revelation, which I discuss in the first section, illumines the ways 
in which revelation happens in the faithful negotiation of the many narratives that form us.

I. H. Richard Niebuhr on Revelation and Revolution

In The Meaning of Revelation, H. Richard Niebuhr argues that revelation is not simply the 
unveiling of a previously veiled being. Rather, revelation is the disclosure and acceptance of a 
reality that bears upon how persons value themselves and others, as well as their past, present, and 
future.18 

Niebuhr explores several “dilemmas” that together account for the meaning of Christian faith 
in history (xxxiii). Chief among these, Niebuhr writes, is the relationship between “the relative 
and the absolute in history.” “Historical relativism,” the awareness of the historically and socially 
conditioned character of human knowing, has fundamentally reconfigured the experience of faith 
and threatens “a new agnosticism.” Niebuhr calls for the development of “a new type of critical 
idealism,” which both recognizes the relative character of human knowing and affirms, in a pos-
ture of faith, the existence of real, durable truths.19 A “confessional” approach, he argues, eschews 
any posture of “self-defense” that apologetic methodologies take. Instead, Niebuhr’s theology of 
revelation assumes that “Christianity is ‘permanent revolution’ or metanoia which does not come 
to an end in this world, this life, or this time” (xxxiv).

Any theology of revelation, Niebuhr argues, must begin with the acknowledgement of both 
historical and religious relativity. First, faith is conditioned by “historical relativism,” the social 
and historical situation that shapes and limits how human beings know ultimate realities. Under 
the conditions of historical relativism, persons of faith must recognize that their assertions about 
“an independent reality of what is seen … are meaningful only to those who look upon it from 
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the same standpoint.” But the acknowledgement of a historically conditioned faith doesn’t require 
Christians to give up on the faithful claim that there is such an independent reality. Niebuhr calls 
such a theology of revelation “objectively realistic” (11-12). Faith is, secondly, conditioned by 
another kind of relativity, “religious relativity.” Persons stand in and view God from the perspec-
tive of a particular faith community that shares fundamental beliefs. Theologies of revelation must 
therefore be “resolutely confessional” rather than apologetic: “As we begin with revelation only 
because we are forced to do so by our limited standpoint in history and faith so we can proceed 
only by stating in simple, confessional form what has happened to us in our community, how we 
came to believe, how we reason about things and what we see from our point of view” (21). 

Christians explore revelation from a particular point of view by telling the story of their life. 
Stories, Niebuhr argues, are an “irreplaceable and untranslatable” medium in which to give an 
account of experience. That the church relates its experience in the form of story is an “internal 
compulsion,” which “arises out of its need—since it is a living church—to say what it stands for 
and out of its inability to do so otherwise than by telling the story of its life” (25). The story of the 
church’s life recounts what has happened to it and provides the context in which to clarify why its 
religious and moral experience is meaningful (28).  

Niebuhr argues that the story of the church’s life is an “inner history” or an “internal history.” 
He juxtaposes inner histories with “outer” or “external histories.” External histories are marked 
by several distinctive qualities. In external histories, historical data are marshaled and experienced 
impersonally. Characters are presented as “individuals,” unfamiliar to the storyteller. Value is mea-
sured by the “valency or strength” of its effect on subsequent events. Time is experienced seri-
ally. Societies are regarded as a collection of “atomic individuals related to each other by external 
bonds” (37). In internal histories, by contrast, the dominant interpretative frame relates history as 
it is relevant to particular persons and communities. Historical data are endowed with meaning. 
Characters are experienced as “personalities.” The narrative’s value is measured in terms of its 
“worth for selves.” Time is the “duration” of an experience in which a community shares and in re-
sponse to which it interprets its experience meaningfully. Human association, finally, is construed 
in terms of “a community of selves” (37).

For Niebuhr, all human beings stand in both internal and external histories. “Faith and history” 
are “allied” because all persons commit themselves to some internal history. Commitment to any 
internal history always requires an act of faith (40). Just as human beings are “rational animals,” 
they are also “believing animals” who inevitably ascribe normative meaning to what happens to 
them (ibid.). The move from an external to an internal history, Niebuhr argues, always requires a 
leap of faith. In that leap, one recognizes a “center of value,” whether it is faith in one god or many, 
faith in the God of Jesus Christ or some other deity, faith in country, or faith in oneself and one’s 
work (ibid.).20 Any faithful move to an internal history simultaneously constitutes a field of human 
experience that is not claimed as normative—a space, in other words, in which the possibility of 
external history is constituted. Internal history renders external history intelligible. 
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Because internal history necessarily exists in relationship to external history, Christians, 
Niebuhr argues, must learn to engage external histories of Christian experience responsibly. First, 
moral experience entails the capacity to incorporate external history in one’s internal history (44). 
External history always fashions some truthful (though alone not sufficiently truthful) rendering 
of the experience of Christian communities. In order for Christians to have integrity about their 
own self-understanding, they must engage external histories of the church. Secondly, he argues, 
Christians must take external history as the history of non-Christian traditions seriously in order to 
understand God’s work in history, since much of human experience is external to that of Christian 
communities. Thirdly, the church needs to engage external histories of itself and its traditions in or-
der to encounter God more fully. The God of the Christian church is the one in whom both internal 
and external perspectives reside at once. To begin to know God, then, the church must understand 
external histories of itself. Finally, internal histories of the church pass away with those in whom 
they are embodied. External histories record and preserve the experiences of the Christian com-
munity. Thus, Niebuhr concludes, “knowledge of its external history remains a duty of the church” 
(47).

For Niebuhr, internal history is the site of revelation. Revelation “means for us that part of 
our inner history which illuminates the rest of it and which is itself intelligible” (50). It is “that 
special occasion” that provides an “intelligible” pattern by which persons claim an internal history 
as meaningful (58). Such a pattern constitutes identity and warrants fellowship with those who 
ascribe similar meaningfulness to their experience. Revelation is a “rational pattern” because it 
generates understanding of experience. The “revelatory moment” is rational “because it makes the 
understanding of order and meaning in personal history possible” (58). But it is a soulful, rather 
than an intellectual, form of imaginative knowing. Revelation involves “the participation of our 
bodies” and is rooted in the “affections of the soul.” Persons experience “joys and sorrows, fears, 
hopes, loves, hates, pride, humility, and anger” with others who acknowledge similar patterns of 
meaningfulness. Revelation happens, in other words, when “head” and “heart” work together to 
understand the world.

The revelatory moment discloses in acts of interpretation a continuity of past, present, and 
future. Revelation renders the past “intelligible.” It induces the memory to recover once forgotten 
events as now meaningful and “appropriates” the past of a community that shares the same revela-
tory patterns of understanding and interpretation. Revelatory engagement with the past, Niebuhr 
writes, is a “moral event.” It inevitably entails interpretation in service to self-understanding: “To 
understand such a present past is to understand one’s self and, through understanding, to recon-
struct” (62). To ascribe meaning to the past that in turn structures the present is “to achieve unity 
of self.” And to claim “a human past” as one’s own is “to achieve community with mankind [sic].” 
But such interpretations of the past are never fixed and final because human beings are finite and 
sinful. Interpretations are always subject to “permanent revolution” that “must go on throughout 
the whole of a life-time” because “problems of reconciliation” of the sins of the past “arise in every 
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present” (62).
In Christian theological perspective, revelation is significant also as an act of “divine self-

disclosure” in which persons recognize themselves as selves known by God. Drawing on the per-
sonalism of Martin Buber, Niebuhr asserts that self-knowledge is made possible in the encounter 
between selves. “The committed self” is the self who knows herself “through another’s eyes.” She 
“can no longer retreat infinitely behind its action but is caught fast and held in the act of the other’s 
knowing of it.” The encounter between selves is identity-constitutive: in such encounters, persons 
“not only know but become what we are” (77). 

Revelation, Niebuhr continues, is the self-disclosure of God “through our history as our know-
er, our author, our judge, and our only savior” (80). The self-disclosure of God is an event that 
happens in the recognition that one is known by God, who is both the source and the end of crea-
turely experience. From that moment, she understands her life to be patterned on the divine self-
disclosure, a recognition that simultaneously confers knowledge of the self (80). The awareness of 
divine recognition demands a life lived in continuous response to God—the God now recognized 
as “the center of the story.” But such a life is open to the “permanent revolution” of “religious 
truth” and “religious behavior” (95). Revelation, in short, always entails revolution.

Critique and reCovery

Like Hauerwas, then, Niebuhr is concerned to show that divine revelation calls human beings 
to lives oriented to God as the ultimate center of value. And like Hauerwas, Niebuhr regards the 
stories of the Christian tradition as repositories of God’s self-disclosure. But Niebuhr acknowl-
edges more readily than Hauerwas that revelation relativizes the story of the church’s life before 
God. Precisely because revelation entails an affective, embodied, soulful knowledge, divine self-
disclosure calls the church not only to new tellings of its story but also to new practices and behav-
iors in which those tellings are rehearsed and embodied. 

Niebuhr’s work on revelation, I now want to argue, illumines in Christian theological perspec-
tive the complexities of personal narrative to which narrative ethnography is attentive. But some 
caveats are in order. First, there is a problem with Niebuhr’s understanding of objectivity and sub-
jectivity. Niebuhr claims that all persons have an internal history (for to be a self is to claim an in-
ternal history in a posture of faith), and that the possibility of any external history is in some sense 
linked to the internal histories that motivate them. But he often suggests that external histories can 
be objective, rational, and scientific, while internal histories are “practical” or normative. I recog-
nize that a different kind of moral experience is involved in claiming a narrative pattern as norma-
tive (Niebuhr’s internal histories). But I am also aware of the value-laden character of all narrative 
practice. A responsible study of narrative, in my view, will critically consider the researcher’s 
motivations for researching personal narratives, as well as the participant’s motivations for relat-
ing her personal narrative in certain ways. There is room in Niebuhr’s theology of revelation, I’ll 
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argue below, to revise his account of external and internal histories to permit such an awareness.
Secondly, Niebuhr is acutely aware throughout his corpus that patterns of moral meaning are 

rooted in historical, social, and cultural contexts. These patterns condition human experience, and 
they also condition one another. Niebuhr’s The Kingdom of God in America, for example, is a clas-
sic analysis of the mutual influence of distinctly American patterns of moral meaning and Chris-
tian conceptions of the Kingdom of God.21 But he falls short of a “critical idealism” that is deeply 
aware of the conditioning of human experience in terms of interest and power.22 Any theology of 
revelation must take these conditions into account.

Thirdly, Niebuhr argues that patterns of meaning making that reside in internal histories are 
susceptible to “permanent revolution.” In The Meaning of Revelation, he considers this process of 
revision as it happens in the relationship between descriptive (external) and normative (internal) 
histories. External accounts of history illumine truths that persons who hold internal accounts must 
take into account. Niebuhr furthermore thinks that persons in their internal histories can have faith 
in multiple but discrete centers of value, an alternative that makes them “polytheists” (40-41).23 
But it isn’t clear whether he acknowledges the possibility that persons who recognize one center 
of value may negotiate different internal histories to construct integrated patterns of meaning. The 
rest of this paper argues that Niebuhr’s theology of revelation can be updated to account for these 
interpretative processes.

Despite these caveats, I think that Niebuhr’s theology of revelation invites constructive en-
gagement with ethnographic analyses of personal narrative. First, Niebuhr’s notion of revelation 
as the patterned recognition of meaning complements the analytic strategies of narrative ethnog-
raphy. The latter approach is concerned to show how persons craft meaning in intentional and 
complex ways out of experiences that are shaped by a host of ambient social conditions. Both 
framings, in other words, are interested in how persons relate a range of experiences through pat-
terns of normative meaning.

Secondly, Niebuhr’s notion of permanent revolution permits methods of narrative analysis that 
identify innovation in patterns of meaning. For Niebuhr, persons discover relatively durable (but 
not permanent) patterns and, in a leap of faith, embrace them as normative. Aside from his exami-
nation of the relationship between external and internal history, he doesn’t query specifically the 
ways in which patterns of meaning change. But his acknowledgement of a permanent revolution 
of those patterns opens the door for theologians to consider how persons creatively re-imagine 
them in light of critical reflection on their experience. Permanent revolution means that traditions 
of meaning are central to but do not overdetermine theological reflection. 

Thirdly, Niebuhr’s distinction between external and internal history suggests a theological 
framing of the relationship between ethnographers and research participants. For Niebuhr, external 
and internal histories are mutually constitutive. All persons have an internal history. Any external 
history, therefore, reflects the work of a historian whose internal history demarcates an external 
space in which an external account is possible. Recall also that internal histories have a number of 
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important lessons to learn from external history. Indeed, moral experience, according to Niebuhr, 
is just the capacity to take external responses to internal history seriously and make them part of 
one’s internal history. Thus, the revelatory patterning of meaning that happens in the context of 
internal history depends upon critical engagement with external history. 

There is an important point here if we understand ethnographies of personal narrative as a kind 
of external history. As I mentioned above, an important awareness among researchers of personal 
narrative in sociology, anthropology, and psychology is that narratives are never told in a vacuum. 
The occasion, or the context in which the narrative is invited, as well as the narrator’s skill in 
relating her personal narrative in ways that accomplish intentional presentations of the self, are, 
among others, important preconditions of personal narratives.24 A pessimistic view might hold that 
the relationship between the ethnographer and participants in ethnographic research is a manipula-
tive one—that each is simply trying to enforce a static agenda in light of the other’s demands. But 
within a Christian theological point of view that expects God’s self-disclosure, Niebuhr helps us 
to see that internal history and external history are mutually constitutive and that the negotiation 
between them occasions revelation.25 Thus, ethnographers who research and write descriptive (ex-
ternal) accounts of moral meaning and research participants who hold those meanings as norma-
tive (as internal histories) together create a narrative space that invites a revelatory occasion for 
God’s self-disclosure.26 

In the next section, I examine one narrative from a set of interviews I conducted in Atlanta, 
Georgia, with Christians who are engaged in various forms of political activism. My semi-struc-
tured interview format included a set of questions intended to identify the fundamental moral 
commitments participants bring to their political activism and to explore their meaning.27 To con-
textualize these commitments, I asked participants to situate them in terms of an account of their 
moral formation. My interview format was informed by an approach Steven Tipton calls “moral 
biography.”28 The semi-structured interview format pays particular attention to the categories and 
framings my participants thought were important.

II. Wanda Jones

Wanda Jones is a professional community organizer for the Atlanta chapter of a national grass-
roots community organizing foundation. Wanda is employed by the national organization and is 
contracted to the Atlanta chapter. She grew up in the Midwest, in an African American Baptist 
church, which she describes as a large congregation that wasn’t engaged in any form of political 
activism. It wasn’t until Wanda graduated from college and entered graduate school that she began 
to think about the relationship between her faith and community organizing. An important moment 
came in a course in which a professor discussed Gandhi: 

One of my professors started talking about organizing. And then he started talking about 
Gandhi and I really got kinda fascinated with learning about Gandhi and what he did and 
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how he was willing to die—you know, not just for himself but for others—and I was like 
wow that is awesome, you know. I knew a lot about King and, you know, we know that 
King followed Gandhi but I didn’t know a lot about Gandhi. And for me the fact that 
he was driven by his faith, you know, so much that I’m—that I’m willing to die over 
something that I believe—and I’m like I wanna do that. And so that’s how it all starts for 
me, just learning about Gandhi in school.29

What sparked Wanda’s imagination was the notion that faith could generate commitments so 
deeply held that one would be willing to die for them. She mentioned this episode early in our 
interview. Towards the end, I asked her to flesh out the notion of being willing to die on behalf 
of one’s commitments. Wanda explained that to be a “person of Christ” is to be “militant.” She 
evoked St. Peter: “I’m like Peter; I will cut off your ear.” The figure of St. Peter signifies for Wanda 
that Christians are committed to certain fundamental values that engender enthusiasm for work-
ing on behalf of those values. But commitment also comes at a “cost”: “You know, there’s a cost 
and I‘m willing yeah—I’m willing to go to jail over something I believe. I’m willing to die over 
something I believe because you can have my body but you’re not gonna have my spirit. But that’s 
how I look at it so yeah.” 

After Wanda finished her graduate work, she moved back home. There she applied for a job as 
an organizer with a local interfaith organizing project. Seeing an add for the job in the newspaper, 
Wanda was intrigued: “And so I got on the internet and did some research on it, and I was like, 
oh my God, it’s organizing and it’s interfaith, it’s working with congregations. So honestly this is 
what I said, ‘I can be saved and get paid.’”

Wanda found that she had a lot to learn about community organizing when she began her new 
job. An important part of grassroots organizing in the model developed by Saul Alinsky and others 
stresses the importance of building relationships within and without the grassroots organization in 
order to build power.30 Wanda said that her gregariousness made that piece of the job easy. The dif-
ficult part was learning how to diagnose complex social problems in order to facilitate organizing 
projects on a manageable scale. The technique prescribed by Alinsky and others calls for identify-
ing relatively small-scale projects to address on a local level. Smaller successes, Wanda explained, 
build both morale and power. The hope is to scale up to more ambitious projects. 

In her first assignment, Wanda was tasked with developing a project in a six-month period that 
was to culminate in a “public action”—a kind of public meeting on a particular issue. Community 
leaders and elected officials are invited to the action meeting and are expected to commit publicly 
to supporting the organization’s response to the issue. Going from nothing to a public action is 
a long road, Wanda explained, “because when you look at the issues in preparing yourself for a 
public meeting you wanna cut your issues down where it can be winnable and concise, which 
means also a short campaign. I mean I had six months to do this. So you can’t, you know, say, well 
hey, I’m gonna work on universal health care and have a victory in six months.” Wanda and her 
colleagues settled on the issue of affordable dental care for poor youth in the community. At the 
end of six months, they had a commitment from four local dentists and the local school system to 
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support free dental services.
Wanda has come to see her work with community organizing efforts in the Midwest and At-

lanta sicas part of God’s calling: “I look at my work as a ministry. I feel that I’m blessed because 
I get paid to do something that I love. And to do something that I’m passionate about but this is 
truly ministry for me, and it’s truly a calling. You know, like—I feel like God called me and placed 
me in this position.” And God didn’t just call Wanda to her work; God calls Wanda in her work 
as well. Wanda told me about the importance of listening for the voice of God. She does a lot of 
listening to her gut, and she understands gut feeling in terms of God’s ongoing call to her. When I 
asked Wanda about how she understands her gut feeling, she said: 

It’s more of trusting what you feel inside. That first initial thought, that first initial reaction 
and beginning to trust it. It’s sorta like that—you know being a Christian and hearing the 
voice of God and trusting that. You know the Bible says, you know, that my sheep know 
my voice, but trusting that you’re hearing his voice and I’m gonna follow it, and I don’t 
really know how you get to that point, but I know that my relationship with Christ has 
helped me to I guess realize that, you know, I do have an inner voice within that’s speaking 
to me and trust that inner voice and go with that.

The voice of God sustains Wanda in her work—it encourages her, as she says, not to give up, 
even when she makes mistakes.

One of the things that struck me about Wanda was how much she drew on categories of mean-
ing that come out of her formation in community organizing politics to make sense both of her 
Christian identity and her work as an organizer. Wanda described a week-long training for new 
organizers. She noted how difficult it was for her to come to terms with some of the new concepts 
and skills she was learning. I asked Wanda to describe which of those were the most difficult to 
learn. She told me it was difficult to come to terms with the power white men wield against African 
American people in general and African American women in particular, and the idea that interac-
tion with powerful white men could be constructive:

Another, and I just started actually really talking about this, was the fact of that I had a fear 
of white males. You know, in the training they talked about this word called power and, 
you know, now, and then, I found out what power meant, but it’s just the ability to act. But 
for me I could—I’ve never conceptualized it as the ability to act. For me it was power was 
evil and those who had power was white males and that’s that. And white males don’t like 
African-American people at all and they don’t like African-American women and they are 
the enemy. That’s how I looked at it. 

So when I got that revelation of you know power’s just the ability to act, and God is—and 
let me say this, it was a disconnect even with my faith because in my faith, it said that you 
know we have the power and ability to tread upon the enemy. You know, God has given 
us power and authority … and that I had power because of who I serve; because of Jesus 
Christ. Jesus Christ has given me power. So the disconnect is how is it then that you can 
have power, Jesus Christ has given you power, but then you’re afraid of power and only 
white people can have power or white males can have power. So it was a disconnect, it 
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didn’t really make any sense. So it was all fuzzy. And so—but when I got the revelation 
that one, I do have power, and my power is not limited to the four walls of the church.

The training was a time of empowerment and even conversion for Wanda. When she talk-
ed about listening to one plenary speaker, the Reverend Cheryl Rivera, Wanda’s point of view 
changed: “And it was finally when I said, ‘Oh! I get it!’ I could connect everything that they have 
been talking about, power and self-interest, building relationships, even the issues, the agitation, 
you know, holding up this mirror, this is what you say but this is how you act and, you know, liv-
ing out of passion and live also out of your anger. I had my ah-ha moment.” This was a conversion 
to new ways of thinking about power, relationships, and self-interest. Wanda’s “ah-ha moment” 
didn’t happen in a church, and she doesn’t frame it in terms of religious categories—in fact, this 
“revelation” constituted a “disconnect” with her Christian formation, since it didn’t reconcile the 
claim that persons were empowered, with the understanding that empowerment was to be confined 
“to the four walls of the church.”  

While this key moment challenged Wanda’s Christian identity, it also opened up new possi-
bilities for theological reflection on the categories of power and action. I asked Wanda about the 
role of tactics in community organizing. Organizations like Alinksy’s Industrial Areas Founda-
tion (IAF) are interested in building power through building relationships. That is, they want to 
advance their interests on the basis of relationships they build with people and organizations that 
have power. (Alinsky’s own approach was more tactical than relational, and the spirit of his tacti-
cal savvy survives in organizations like the IAF that inherited his legacy.31) One kind of tactic is the 
action meeting. The meeting is scripted ahead of time, and the relevant leaders are briefed on what 
is going to happen. That invited public officials are expected to lend their support to the effort is 
not a surprise. But there is still a coercive element: an audience of voting constituents wait for their 
public official to commit to the program the organization has prescribed. And the not-so-subtle 
message is that there will be consequences if no such commitment is made.32

I asked Wanda how this use of power squares with her Christian commitments. She told me 
that actually the drama of the public meeting isn’t as it seems; there’s a trick to it: “We actually set 
down, we talk to them we let ‘em know exactly this is what we’re gonna ask you. Sometimes we 
have to tweak what we’re gonna say to—so they’ll feel a little comfortable or whatever. So it’s a 
lot of work that’s done behind the scenes and they’re actually aware of what’s gonna be asked of 
them.” 

While I could see her point about the relational work that is done to prepare public meetings, I 
still wanted to push Wanda on the coercive dimension of these meetings. I reformulated the ques-
tion and asked again. She replied: “We look at the issues as an excuse to bring us into a relation-
ship. There really was a key in the relationship because what we’re really about is how do we cre-
ate or build community.” She went on to relate her experience of using power to her experience of 
oppression: “That’s not how I operate because one that’s not me and that’s not how God created me 
and my first obligation is to be who I am as a child of God … I mean we have a lot of people who 
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are oppressed, OK. I’ve been oppressed, you know, we talk about oppression. So how dare I come 
and then—‘cause I’m fighting against oppression, OK., I’m clear about that I’m fighting against 
oppression—so how dare do I come and then create oppression.” It is important to try to use power 
to create community in order to avoid reinscribing the very conditions that tear community apart, 
Wanda was saying. Still, she recognizes that instrumental power is in play in the public meeting: 
“But whatever—but how ‘bout I have one thousand or more of their constituents standing behind 
me. That’s power right there. [To] be able to say you know we can have you kicked out of office. 
You know, you will not be reelected the next time around, you know. That’s power.”

Within a constellation of life experiences, which she didn’t in every case choose for herself, 
Wanda has crafted an identity that draws on a number of different sources of her moral formation. 
This identity brings religious categories into conversation with categories that come out of a par-
ticular tradition of political practice, and intersects also with her experience of race and gender in 
America. While Wanda’s “first obligation” is to her understanding of herself as a “child of God,” 
it is clear that the meaning of this obligation is thoroughly infused by categories that come out of 
grassroots organizing traditions. A sense of religious value holds a superordinate position in the 
constellation of meanings comprising Wanda’s sense of moral obligation. But her case shows that 
the prioritization of values doesn’t necessarily generate a sufficient interpretation of their meaning. 
Not one, but many sources of Wanda’s moral formation furnish the terms in which she understands 
her deepest moral commitments. Thus, for example, one can’t understand Wanda’s Christian sense 
of being a child of God, and the moral obligations it entails, apart from notions of power and ac-
tion. But the categories of power and action in this case do not emerge from any theological tradi-
tion. Instead, they emerge from a tradition of secular political practice.

Niebuhr’s theology of revelation permits us to consider the theological significance of Wanda’s 
personal narrative, both on the level of the structure of the narrative itself and in the space be-
tween her narrative and my retelling of it. First, Wanda has crafted in her personal narrative an 
internal history that interprets her Christian commitments in terms supplied by her experience. 
In a Niebuhrian theological perspective, this innovation can be read as a revelatory disclosure of 
God’s presence in a narrative context in which Wanda’s sense of herself also becomes intelligible. 
From Wanda’s story, we learn something both about God’s presence in the midst of efforts to build 
diverse communities that seek justice and something about Wanda as a participant in those efforts.

There is also something of theological significance happening between Wanda’s narrative and 
my retelling of it, between the internal and external histories of Wanda’s experience. I deployed 
an analytical strategy (described above) in my interview format designed to highlight certain ele-
ments of Wanda’s story.. But the interview could have been differently structured. The narrative 
consequently would have been differently told. Moreover, Wanda is a good narrator of her own 
story (I suspect that persons who are deeply engaged in political activism usually are good narra-
tors of their stories).33 Wanda could work within the context of any interview structure to render a 
telling of her story that reflects her interests. In one more layer of interpretation, I’ve re-narrated 
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the interview here, including parts that I understand to speak most directly to the set of interests 
and concerns motivating my work and leaving out others. If we view Wanda’s personal narrative 
as a site of divine self-disclosure, it is so in part because of a complex cooperation—between 
Wanda, me, and, most importantly, God. 

III. Conclusion: Revelation and the Uses of Ethnography

I want, finally, to depart from the category of narrative as a mode of ethnographic research and 
indicate more generally how Niebuhr’s theology of revelation contributes to recent theological 
engagements with ethnography.

First, Niebuhr’s theology of revelation is useful in illumining the relevance of ethnographic 
descriptions of experience to Christian theological reflection. Consider the theological approach 
to ethnographic description that Nicholas Adams and Charles Elliott have developed. Merging the 
insights of Barth and Foucault, the authors argue that, as they put it, “ethnography is dogmatics.”34 
From Barth, the authors understand revelation to be a self-authenticating disclosure of Godself and 
God’s commandment for human beings. They also heed Foucault’s insight that all description is 
value-laden. Ethnography can be used to assist the task of theological reflection if it is understood 
as a value-laden form of description of a particular sort. For theologians, ethnography is value-
laden because it is aware of and is motivated by the categories of Christian dogmatics. The authors 
suggest that, with an awareness of the particular way in which ethnographic description is value-
laden in the context of systematic theology, theologians can use ethnographic methodologies to 
better describe and clarify these dogmatic categories through thick descriptions of experience.35 In 
this way, ethnography can be used as a form of description that complements traditional “theoreti-
cal dogmatics.”

Niebuhr’s work on revelation clarifies from a theological point of view what is going on when 
theologians take thick descriptions of experience to be meaningful for theological reflection. On 
Adams and Elliott’s model, ethnography appears to be simply an exercise in circularity: Theolo-
gians find what they are looking for in part because what they were looking for was already loaded 
into their practices of description. But Niebuhr’s framing of revelation helps us understand how it 
is that thick descriptions of experience, in all of their messiness and complexity, become valuable 
to persons of faith. The revelatory—or in Adams and Elliott’s characterization, value-laden—qual-
ity of description is what accounts for the movement from external to internal history, from an 
“objective” history to one that is valuable. 

Secondly, Niebuhr’s framing of revelation complicates recent theological engagements with 
ethnography that use it as a technique to secure Christian orthopraxis. Some theologians have wor-
ried that the use of social scientific methodologies in the analysis of ecclesial life are either hostile 
or at least ambiguously related to theological reflection as a normative discipline. In response, a 
number of authors, like Hauerwas, have turned to philosophical reflection on the virtues as a re-
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source for exploring the relationship between Christian practices and moral formation. The work 
of the philosopher Alasdair MacIntyre has been an especially important resource in this regard.36 
Following MacIntyre, theologians have examined Christian practices as traditioned patterns of 
behavior, which, through repetition, form persons capable of exhibiting the distinctive virtues of 
the Christian life. 

Virtue conceptions of religious practice make available a rich framework in which to explore 
moral formation. But they sometimes encourage ecclesial-centric conceptions of revelation hostile 
to extra-ecclesial contexts of moral formation. Revelation in these framings discloses the reality 
of God’s reconciling work in the world in the event of the life, ministry, death, and resurrection 
of Jesus Christ. And revelation demands a faithful response, which is modeled and embodied in 
traditions of Christian practice. Ethnographic research methods are used in these models to verify 
and encourage the faithfulness of actual Christian practice to these traditions.

In their book, Practical Theology and Qualitative Research (2006), John Swinton and Harriet 
Mowat argue, for example, that practical theology is done in light of “the script of revelation given 
to us in Christ and formulated historically within scripture, doctrine, and tradition, and the continu-
ing innovative performance of the gospel as it is embodied and enacted in the life and practices of 
the Church as they interact with the life and practices of the world.”37 Unlike Niebuhr, revelation 
here does not entail a permanent revolution. Rather, as a “script,” it is a patterning of creaturely 
experience, unfolded in a certain historical moment, which recasts all previous and subsequent 
creaturely experience in light of it. Revelation sets the standard for authentic human experience.

Swinton and Mowat usefully explore different qualitative methodologies and suggest what a 
theological appropriation of qualitative data might look like. But in their discussion of these meth-
odologies, it is clear that their primary concern is to assess lived practices to ensure that the ways 
of being in the world that they reflect are adequately faithful to traditional norms. Ethnographic 
methodologies are used to regulate practice in light of standards set by revealed truth. 

That is not to say that practical theology for these authors isn’t critical. Rather, it is a critical 
reflection on practice since it deploys qualitative data to track the extent to which practices are 
faithful to the revealed script. The authors term this attitude toward the qualitative study of practice 
“critical faithfulness.”38 Critical faithfulness ensures that practice measures up to revealed Chris-
tian truth, and revelation itself sets up the regulatory standards against which practice is measured. 
The authors develop an interpretive paradigm that draws on Tillich’s method of correlation but 
carefully holds up theology as the final authority in dialogue with other knowledges.39

With Niebuhr, I am not opposed to the notion that the norms of the Christian tradition set 
standards for Christians as they evaluate normative traditions they encounter in the world. But 
Niebuhr’s theology of revelation opens traditions of Christian theological reflection and practice 
to continual revision. In this framing, ethnographic methodologies can be used not to regulate 
practice but to aid Christian theological reflection in the awareness that God works in and redeems 
all human experience. 
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